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Fully functioning equestrian properties are rare, so one that comes with excellent family accommodation

as well is not to be missed. 

With its scenic views overlooking the countryside and garden, the facilities at The Granary - Stanley Burn

Farm, comprise paddocks, stabling, ménage, pasture, grazing land, stores and security allowing horses to

move straight in.

Meanwhile, a generous four-bedroom home that is full of character and rustic charm awaits their owners,

along with a large garden. Originally the granary to the former farm, and one of just three properties in this

exclusive development, it offers rural living surrounded by open countryside with good hacking

opportunities, yet is also conveniently close to Durham city.

The stone-built property faces into the original farmyard where there are three stables, which is of great

advantage to owners who want their animals close by. Even better, there is a tack room inside the house

that, in turn, gives access to the adjoining stable block.

Inside, the house offers a lovely, comfortable home that is practical too, starting from the generous hallway

with its tiled floor and under floor heating.

The large dining kitchen is what most people would hope for in a rural property and comes complete with

French oak units, an electric Aga, double Belfast sink and a central dining area, as well as a contemporary

wine cooler and American style fridge freezer. 

Across the hallway, the bright lounge has stripped timber flooring and a marble fire surround.

All four bedrooms on the first floor are doubles and have reclaimed solid wood flooring and beams.

The master bedroom has the luxury of a full-size bathroom and there is a further family shower room with

contemporary fittings that’s lovely and light thanks to skylights.
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CONTINUED:

In addition to the equestrian facilities, the property has a lovely garden that is

set up for growing your own with raised beds, a greenhouse and space to keep

chickens. There are neat borders and a lawn in a home that offers everything

for a country lifestyle.

The rest of this substantial property extends to the equestrian facilities which,

in greater detail, include: a floodlit and mirrored 42m x 22m sand and rubber

ménage, an all-weather paddock, 2 further 12 x 12 stables with power and

automatic water fillers and yard, five acres of electric fenced paddocks, a hay

store and ample room for horsebox storage and other vehicles, as well as the

tack room in the house and the three stables in the courtyard.

The feed & storage room measures 12x17.

AGENTS NOTES:

* Oil Fired Central heating via radiatorsd

* Under floor heating to Hall, Kitchen and Utility room

* Septic Tank

* Freehold

* Council Tax Band: - E

VIEWINGS:

Via Fine & Country 

Tel: 01740-645-444

Email: Info@wynyardfineandcountry.co.uk



For clarification we wish to inform prospective purchasers that we have prepared these sales particulars as a general guide. We have not carried out a detailed survey, nor tested the services, appliances and specific fittings. Room sizes should

not be relied upon for carpets and furnishings, if there are important matters which are likely to affect your decision to buy, please contact us before viewing the property. Fine & Country (Robinsons) can recommend financial services, surveying

and conveyancing services to sellers and buyers. Fine & Country (Robinsons) staff may benefit from referral incentives relating to these services.
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